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FOUNDERS
Seventeen years ago, with a belief that “Made In
Vietnam” products will be recognized in the foreign
market, two young teachers had put their first step into
the garment industry.

Switched from being a teacher had
raised lots of difficulties and challenge,
and at some point it nearly crushed
their passion. However, with outstanding
courage and through years of ups and
downs, former director Ngô Duy Hoài
and Bùi Thi Minh Hà had made Thien Chi
became a highly reputable and quality
suppliers. Indeed, lots of “hard to please”
supplier are still admitting that when they
talked about Thiên Chí.
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“
Customer never
have to think twice
or regret when they
decide to work with
Thiện Chí
”
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INTRODUCTION
OUR VISION

OUR GOALS

With our diverse technologies
and workers, we deliver to
our customers with the most
outstanding products quality.

We want to move forward
and set a strong position in
fashion segment and are able
to cooperate with big fashion

OUR VALUES

OUR MISSION

High quality & on time. Treating
buyers with a unique delicacy.
We are one united group of
hard work, innovative, passions
and highest work ethics.

We apply grey matter, passion
and love into every piece of
garment and take customer
satisfaction as a pathway to
follow.

OUR PROFESSION
Thien Chi’s interesting facts
16,000 sq. of
infrastructure
Produces over 1millions
pieces of garment/
month

1300 labors
17 years of experience
in Knit wear segment
53 sewing lines

We’re audited and certified by reputation third party (Better Work,
WRAP, UL, Intertek & Bereau Veritas)
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MACHINERY LIST
1

Single - Needle SewingMachine

2

Double - Needle Sewing Machine

3

quantity

298

13

Vacuum Cleaner

2

11

14

Steam – Boiler

1

Sergers/ Over lock Machine

426

15

Steam I ron

72

4

Kansai

126

16

I ron table

72

5

Cover stitch Machine

44

17

Fusing Machine

2

6

Double - Ndl Hem Inter lock Machine

11
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Label pressing machine

41

7

Chain -Stitch Machine

6
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Tr imming machine

75

8

Bar Tack Machine

4
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Thread Separating Machine

5

9

Eyelet attaching Machine

4
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Metal Detector

3

10

Button Holing Machine

3

22

Computer maker and pr inter

2

11

Button Attaching lock-stitch Machine

2
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Twelve needles machine

6

12

Button Snapping Machine

5

7

Total:

8
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T H I E N
C H I
Capabilities
contain
We always want to diversify our sewing capabilities
so we can keep up with the market rhythm. This
is because we understand that if we stop moving
forward, Thien Chi would not be presence until
now.
•

Active wear • Disney• Crew neck, polo
• Jacket & Hoodies • Women & Fashion

specialize
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Active wear
capabilities
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Jacket & Hoodies
capabilities
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Boys & Girls
capabilities

17

18

Children
capabilities
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Wo m e n & F a s h i o n
our new line
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FABRIC AND
MATERIAL SOURCING
Increasing market share in the fashion segment is
our future gold, we realize that strong investment in
fabric and material sourcing is a must.
The garment industry is not only draconian but it also
very sensitive in cost. We know well that the basic
requirement is “high quality with reasonable price”,
thus our long term suppliers for fabric and material
with experience will satisfy yours orders.
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THIEN CHI TEAM
We believe that investment into young workforce is important
as they are nitration sources for continuous innovation. However,
senior workforce is also an important sources of experience.
Nowadays, the power of two generations creates Thien Chi
where holds a perfect mixture of classic delicacy and the love of
pushing out of limit from young worker.

OUR

CUSTOMERS

Merchandisers
Like a CPU processor, we’re always 100% ensure that
information will be carefully organized so that the end
products can reach to customer on time with highest quality
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Total Quality Control
How can Thien Chi be able to manage and
maintain high quality at this huge production
volume?

Tuan Bui
Phuong Pham
Production and Finishing Manager
To be able to produce more than 40,000 piece of
garment per day, it is not only about management
skills but rather how deep the connection is between
workers and their managers.

The answer to this question lies in to our Total
Quality Management system. Numbers of
highly trained quality checking teams are
established through out every corner of
Thien Chi.
They are trained to pin point any faulty that
as small as a needle hole throughout the
production process and therefore reduce
the faulty rate to the minimum.
Allow us to introduce our magic system

1

Mina Bui
Quality and Technical Manager
Due to highly competitive garment market nowadays,
the only way of surviving is to produce high quality
product and without any technical issues. And my job
is to apply this concept in every pieces of garment
that we make here
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Fabric Quality
Controller

Cutting room
quality checking

2

4

Sample Room
Quality Controller

Production quality
control

5

Finishing area
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Fabric imported to Thien Chi
required to pass through numbers
of different check points such as
weighting, shading as well as quality
and quantity. The procedures will
be done by special machine like
crocking machine and UV light
machine. Furthermore, the fabric
always ensured that they’re relaxed
appropriately before moved to next
step-cutting section. As the results,
specs defection can be avoided.

Inside the cutting room, QC
will check the fabric relaxation
document to see if the procedure
have been followed or not. They
will then guarantee semi products
are well-cut before releasing to
production chamber.

First step of finishing section is ironing.
Ironing now be started with the
monitor of technical officers as well as
QCs who work together to announce
ironing way and requirements of each
style.
Next, products need to gather in
Metal Free Zone for recheck which
warranted by Hawkeye QCs before
getting packed into carton.
For safety reasons, each and every
piece of the garment required to

1

2

Duty of the sample room QC is to
ensure pre-production samples are
perfectly check before moving into
bulk production.
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pass through “Needle detection
machine” thus it leaves no chance to
any needles that accidently remain in
the bulk.
One last gate that the products need
to go through and it is 10% random
check of carton that contain packed
products. The checking relates to
color and ratio. Besides the garment
only leave this area to our warehouse
when having the signature of our
highly train Quality Assurance team.

5
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In the production chamber,
we have two Quality checking
teams which are QCs inline
and QCs end line.
QCs inline work together with
workers and technical officers
from the begin step of the line
to the end of it. Every sewing
step will be check carefully
and workers required to stop if
faulty are founded.

Furthermore, final sewing
products are not yet allowed
to leave the line. They have to
pass the QC end line checking
point. Products will be checked
again and classify into three
categories which are pass,
repair and defect. Only pass
products can leave the lines
to finishing area.
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Social
responsibility

The management represents as the heart of Thien Chi as well as the
soul of the whole system are workers. Without them, there will be
not Thien Chi nowadays. Therefore, we pay full attention towards
improving the life and benefits for our workers.
Thien Chi‘s private kitchen provides hot meals daily for our workers
hence we can keep our workers healthy. Ingredients that use for
each meal are checked 100% just to confirm they’re freshness and
cleanliness
Lastly, water source is also an important factor of workers’ health. In
Thien Chi, we implement industrial water filter system that continuously
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runs so that the water come out at every tap will be at their purest.
Most of our workers face difficulties in their life previously and also have
limited access to information, in turn it leads to their lack of knowledge
about how to prevent HIV/AID. Understanding that problem need to
stop from the root, we provide monthly class in which doctors in the
field can educate them, help them step by step to prevent the disease.
Thien Chi also offers social and health insurance, pregnancy support
to every workers who join in our big family.
We also follow overtime working hour restriction. We understand that
work overtime does not bring higher capacity.
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Thank you for sending time to
share our story with us.
We hope that you have had a
good and relax reading time
Deep sincere and looking
forward to partnership
T H I E N
C H I

THIEN CHI
Garment CO.ltd
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